PUBLIC RELATIONS CELL
PRESS RELEASE

Redux of four Cruise Ships in Mumbai Port today.
--------

In less than five days, one more occasion today, when four cruise ships are in the Port. Remarkable thing is, all four of them arrived almost simultaneously within an hour. It was great challenge to dock four cruise ships simultaneously in their allotted berths within the span of an hour. Today, Port has all four different types of ships in their operational requirements. There are two homeported ships, one an International Cruise and the other one Domestic Cruise. ‘Costa Victoria’ is the International Cruise Ship homeported in Mumbai and is regulated at BPX berth. Another homeported cruise ship for domestic cruises is ‘Karnika’, India’s first premier luxury cruise line docked at BPS. Third ship ‘Costa Fortuna’, an International Cruise Ship on transit call is accommodated at OCT-I and the fourth cruise ship ‘Angriya’ doing domestic run between Mumbai and Goa, is at Domestic Cruise Terminal.

2. In all, more than 6,000 passengers are expected to transit through Mumbai Port with another 2,500 crew members. On the occasion, Shri Sanjay Bhatia, IAS, Chairman, Mumbai Port Trust thanked all Cruise Industry Stakeholders, who have reposed confidence in Mumbai Port, co-operated and supported in servicing the exact requirements of different types of ships in Port.
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